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What’s a
minibeast?
What do you think?
Good and bad minibeasts
Habitats
What do they eat?
What eats them?

Some minibeasts, like
insects and spiders, have
a thin, strong, outside
covering that gives them
protection for
their bodies.
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They also have legs and
often have wings which
let them move more
quickly and easily than
other minibeasts.

Minibeasts eat lots of living plants but they also
eat dead plants and insects.
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Woodlice feed on decaying
plants and dead insects as
well as young plants and
their roots.

As bees and butterflies crawl
around the flower, pollen
sticks to the hairs on their
legs and bodies.
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When they visit
another flower,
the pollen rubs
off on the new
flower and
mixes the two
lots of pollen
together. That
helps the flower
make new seeds
and the seeds
grow into new
plants.
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What do you think minibeasts are?
Minibeasts are anything
that could be called a
creepy-crawly or a bug.
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A minibeast is a
small animal
without a
backbone.

Which creatures are minibeasts?
Do you know?

We all know that some animals can bite.
Some minibeasts,
especially insects,
can bite, sting
wasp
and suck blood.
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Even an ordinary mosquito will suck
your blood and make you itch. It’s no
wonder people don’t like them!

It’s important that butterflies, bees and other
insects carry pollen between plants otherwise no
new plants would grow.
Farmers and
gardeners want
new crops,
flowers and
trees to grow so
they need insects
like bees and
butterflies to
help them.
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They don’t have a backbone and
they don’t have a skeleton like
we do. Some of them have a
skeleton outside their bodies.
It’s a hard and protective case.
It protects their bodies and it’s
waterproof too.
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Some of them have a hard shell to live in. The
shells are waterproof and protect their soft bodies.
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Carpet beetles
chew the edges
of carpets.
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Can you think of any minibeasts
that have a shell?

Gardeners and farmers think that aphids are pests too.
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Aphids (greenfly) are tiny but they
cause a lot of damage. They feed
on plants in the garden and in the
farmer’s field. They can also
spread plant diseases.

Some moths
chew holes in
clothes.

bee

Some minibeasts can spread illness.
In some very hot
countries, mosquitoes
feed on human blood
and spread a disease
called malaria.
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Other minibeasts can cause a lot of damage.
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Can you
think of any
insects that
do this?

Some minibeasts fly, some
crawl, some swim, some wriggle
and others squirm but in one
way they are all the same.
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They are pests.

Ladybirds love to eat aphids!

Insects can be useful as well as a nuisance.
Can you think of any that are useful to us?

Butterflies visit flowers and drink the nectar too.
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Bees make honey
for us by
collecting nectar
from flowers.
Lots of people
like honey.
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As they
crawl around
the flower,
pollen sticks
to the hairs
on their legs
and bodies.
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Bees also give us beeswax to make furniture polish
and candles.
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Beeswax is
the material
used by bees
to make their honeycombs.
It’s made by young worker
bees.
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Bees also make royal
jelly to feed their
Queen Bee. People
collect it and use it
because it helps to
keep skin
healthy.
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Earthworms have no eyes so they can’t see. They
crawl by stretching their bodies and have bristles
to keep them from sliding backwards.
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Why do farmers like
earthworms?

Your garden will have lots of places
for minibeasts to live in.
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A lot of minibeasts prefer damp
places with plenty of shelter where
they can hide from predators.
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They can be found in dead wood,
flower borders, under leaves, stones,
bricks and logs. You will find them
in leaf litter, in soil, around plants
and in trees or in long grass. All
you need to do is look carefully.

Minibeasts are an
important food for many
other animals.
Hedgehogs love to eat
earthworms and slugs.
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Birds love to eat
caterpillars.
Do you know how
caterpillars protect
themselves from hungry
birds?
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When they burrow
through the soil they
loosen it and bring the
goodness that plants need
nearer to the surface for
them to suck up through
their roots.

Some minibeasts like greenfly and caterpillars eat
plants. Plants have lots of tasty parts such as
leaves, stems, roots, sweet syrupy nectar and
sticky pollen.
These minibeasts
have mouth parts
that have been
specially designed
for eating plants
and drinking
nectar.

Butterfly
sucking
up nectar
from a
flower.
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Some caterpillars are camouflaged
to look like the plants they live on
and that makes them hard to see.
Some are brightly
coloured to warn
birds that they taste
bad.
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Birds don’t like to eat
hairy caterpillars so they
leave them alone.

They break open snail
shells by smashing them
against a rock or a path.
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Earthworms help to keep
the soil in the farmer’s
field healthy.
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Blackbirds often
steal the snail after
the thrush has
cracked it open!

Minibeasts have different ways of protecting
themselves from predators.
Butterflies taste
nasty. Ladybirds
are poisonous.
Wasps sting and
some try to make
themselves look big
and scary.
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Hover flies look like wasps and that’s how they
protect themselves. Other creatures think they sting.

The place where an animal or a plant lives is
called a habitat. Some habitats can be very large
like a forest or small, like a garden pond or a
rotten log.
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This violet ground
beetle isn’t very
big but it uses its
jaws to attack
much bigger slugs.

Minibeasts like to hide from anything that might
want to eat them. They don’t like bright sunlight
so they hide in dark, damp nooks and crannies.
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They can be seen and hunted when
they go out looking for food.
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How should we handle minibeasts?
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We must be
careful.
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Did you know that there are more insects in the
world than there are animals?

Other minibeasts such as spiders, beetles and
ladybirds, eat other animals. That means they are
predators. They have special jaws to help them
catch their food and eat it.
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There are thousands of different types of
minibeasts in our country and there are lots more
in other countries.
They live in all kinds of
habitats from the coldest
places to the hottest deserts,
deepest oceans and highest
mountains. Minibeasts are
A Hercules Beetle from the
rainforests of Central and
everywhere and some are
South America is a very
big minibeast!
very strange!

We must be
gentle.

Remember, they are small and fragile and if you
pick up a minibeast to take a closer look, please
remember to put it back where you found it.

Earthworms eat decaying plant
matter but this centipede is happy
to kill and eat the earthworm!
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Some minibeasts eat plants and other minibeasts.
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Earwigs eat other small insects as
well as decaying plants.

Slugs eat parts of plants and
earthworms.

A thrush eats snails, worms
and insects as well as berries
and fruits.
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Hurt no living thing:
Ladybug, nor butterfly,
Nor moth with dusty wing,
Nor cricket chirping cheerily,
Nor grasshopper so light of leap,
Nor dancing gnat, nor beetle fat,
Nor harmless worms that creep.
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